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Spin Splitting of Single 0D Impurity States in Semiconductor Heterostructure Quantum Wells
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Zeeman splitting of the ground state of single impurities in the quantum well of a resonant tunneling
heterostructure is reported. We determine the absolute magnitude of the effective magnetic spin splitting
factor gp

' for a single impurity in a44 Å Al 0.27Ga0.73AsyGaAsyAl 0.27Ga0.73As quantum well to be 0.28
6 0.02. This system also allows for independent measurement of the electron tunneling rates through
the two potential barriers and estimation of the occupation probability of the impurity state in the
quantum well.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Hb, 71.55.Eq, 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Gk
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The experimental realization of granular electron
systems, such as low dimensional semiconductor a
ultrasmall metallic systems, has focused attention on
basic physical properties of discrete systems. Especia
intriguing are the semiconductor quantum dot [1–5] a
the physically similar localized impurity state tunnelin
systems [6–10]. The latter provides a unique laborato
for the study of a single impurity. We present here th
first observation of Zeeman spin splitting of a sing
semiconductor impurity, studied by tunneling transpo
The measuredgp factor provides an important test of th
band theory of confined semiconductor systems, and
method is particularly important for well widths less tha
50 Å where other methods are less precise [11–13].

Isolated donor impurities in the quantum well region
of large area resonant tunneling structures form localiz
(,100 Å) hydrogenic states bound to the quantum eige
states. Figure 1 illustrates a band diagram of the str
ture used in this study with one impurity state in the we
schematically noted. In an applied bias when the imp
rity state aligns with the emitter Fermi level, the curre
exhibits a steplike increase. In general, there may be m
tiple impurities giving rise to multiple, overlapping step
in the current-voltage [IsV d] characteristics. An appropri-
ately dilute, unintentional doping concentration gives ri
to isolated, uncorrelated impurities, allowing measureme
of a single one. In a magnetic field the spin degeneracy
the impurity ground state is broken, resulting in a splittin
of the current step in theIsV d characteristics. The magni-
tude of the spingp factor can be determined from the volt
age difference between the two fragments of the spin-s
step. The current magnitudes of the two fragments ena
us, for the first time, to independently determine the ele
tron tunneling rates through the two potential barriers in
sequential tunneling picture [4,14].

The nominally symmetric resonant tunneling he
erostructure is grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE
328 0031-9007y96y76(8)y1328(4)$06.00
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on a Si-doped GaAs(100) substrate [15]. The epitax
layers consist of a1.8 3 1018 cm23 Si doped GaAs
contact, a 15 nm undoped GaAs spacer layer, a 8.5
undoped Al0.27Ga0.73As bottom barrier, a 4.4 nm undope
GaAs quantum well, a 8.5 nm undoped Al0.27Ga0.73As
top barrier, a 15 nm undoped GaAs spacer layer, an
1.8 3 1018 cm23 Si doped GaAs top contact. Squar
mesas with lateral dimensions from 2 to 64mm are
fabricated using standard photolithography techniqu
Two terminal IsV d characteristics are measured in
dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 50 mK.

Figure 2 shows theIsV d characteristics for a typical
device (64mm2, 1.4 K) showing the main quantum wel
resonance peaks (top). Magnification of the current
the prethreshold region (bottom) shows two sharp curr
steps for both forward and reverse bias directions. T
step structure is observed to be sample specific,
for a given sample it is exactly reproducible from on
voltage sweep to another and independent of the volta
sweep direction. The steps are reproduced even a
thermal cycling of the sample, except for slight thresho

FIG. 1. Model conduction band diagram of the device, at
applied bias of 100 mV, showing the quantum eigenstate (lo
line) and a localized impurity state (short line) in the well. Th
dotted line represents the Fermi level in the leads.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. IsV d characteristics (zero magnetic field) at 1.4 K o
the quantum well device showing the main resonance pe
(top). The magnified prethreshold region shows two stepli
structures due to two isolated impurities (bottom).

voltage shifts (,1 mV). Similar steps are observed in
other devices with different barrier thicknesses. The st
current magnitudes are observed to be of the order ofeyt

(e is the electronic charge andt is the lifetime of the
quantum well state as estimated from a band-profile mo
[9]). This suggests that the current steps are due to sin
electron tunneling through individual, zero dimension
states in the quantum well. Similar features have be
observed and reported previously [6,7], and are attribut
to tunneling through bound states of impurities in th
quantum well.

Figure 3 shows an expanded view of the first curre
step edge at 50 mK for forward and reverse bias at 0 a
at 9 T. The magnetic field is oriented perpendicular to t
current direction (parallel to the heterointerfaces). At ze
field, the ground state of the impurity is spin degenera
leading to a single current step. Upon lifting of th
degeneracy at finite fields, a splitting of the current st
is observed [16]. Figure 4 shows the voltage separat
between the corresponding two spin-split conductan
peaks which increases linearly with the magnetic fie
strength as expected. Because of the finite widths
the conductance peaks, it is not possible to resolve
splitting for magnetic fields less than 5.5 T. The be
fit line to the data (Fig. 4) closely intersectsDV  0
at B  0 and has a slopegp

'mBya, where mB is the
Bohr magneton,gp

' is the effective gyromagnetic ratio of
the impurity with the magnetic field perpendicular to th
s
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FIG. 3. IsV d characteristics at 50 mK of the first curren
step edge in forward bias (left) and reverse bias (right)
0 T (dashed line) and 9 T (solid line).I1 and I2 mark the
current values at 9 T as shown.I1 gives the current of the first
fragment whileI2 is the net current of both fragments of th
split step edge.

growth direction of the quantum well, anda is the voltage
to energy conversion factor [4,5,8].

The current through a localized impurity state in th
quantum well, at biasV and temperatureT, depends
upon the density of occupied electronic states in t
emitter at the same energy as the impurity state, wh
is proportional to the Fermi distribution functionf. The
current plateau edges exhibit characteristic Fermi le
thermal broadening. We can express the current as

IsV , T d  2IthfsV , Td 
2Ith

1 1 expfaesVth 2 V dykT g
,

(1)

FIG. 4. The experimental spin splitting versus magnetic fie
perpendicular to current for the first current step in forward a
reverse bias at 50 mK. The solid lines are linear fits to t
data.
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wheree is the electron charge,k is Boltzmann’s constant,
andVth andIth are the threshold voltage and current at t
observed common intersection point of the variousIsV d
curves at different temperatures. The only free param
a is determined from a fit of the above Fermi function
the IsV d traces at zero magnetic field. The fits are do
for data taken at eight different temperatures, from 0.8
5 K, and the average value ofa along with the rms error is
reported. We obtaina  0.48 6 0.02 for forward bias
and 0.426 0.02 for reverse bias. The fits are done for t
regionV # Vth when the current is small and not affecte
by the occupancy of the impurity state.

From these values ofa and the measured slope o
the spin splitting versus magnetic field, the absolu
magnitude of the spingp

' value of the impurities is
determined. The two steps in Fig. 2 correspond to t
separate impurities. We obtain for the lower bias, fi
impurity, gp

' = (0.2860.02, 0.2860.02) (for forward and
reverse bias, respectively) and for the higher bias, sec
impurity, gp

' = (0.2860.02, 0.2760.02).
The gp value of electrons in bulk GaAs (20.44) is

different from the free electron value (+2) due to th
spin orbit interaction in the valence band and its effe
on the conduction band as analyzed using$k ? $p theory.
In confined quantum well regions, it changes further a
also becomes anisotropic. This is partly due to the cha
in the electron and hole energies due to confinement,
partly due to the electron wave-function penetration
the barrier material where the electron has a highergp

value (+0.39). gp is theoretically predicted to be a stron
function of the quantum well width and changes from t
bulk value of20.44 to greater than +0.4 for well widths
less than30 Å [11]. Our measurement is consiste
with this prediction and with recent experimental resu
[12,13] (assuming here that the sign ofgp is positive).

Because of the 3D nature of the emitter, at any giv
energy electrons of both spin orientations are available
tunneling (even with applied magnetic field). Figure
shows thermal broadening of the first current step ed
at 9 T. Separate Fermi broadening of the two fragme
indicates that in both cases electrons involved in tunnel
are the Fermi electrons in the emitter. The observ
experimental voltage difference is thus entirely due to
spin splitting of the impurity state, and is not affecte
by the gp factor of the electrons in the emitter [17
We also note that electron-electron interactions will n
alter the relative energy of the two spin states and th
the measuredgp factor. Coulomb interaction betwee
the tunneling electron and the electrons in the emit
causes a rise in the step current near the threshold at
temperatures, which is observed (as first reported by G
et al. [8]), but it should not affect the energy separation
the two spin states.

Analysis of the tunneling current through the spin-sp
system yields additional information about the tunneli
process. Recalling Fig. 3, the two fragments of the sp
1330
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FIG. 5. IsV d characteristics at 9 T showing the spin-split firs
current step edge in forward bias at temperatures ranging fr
50 to 300 mK.

split step at 9 T are observednot to have the same cur-
rent magnitude (I2 2 I1 fi I1). This difference is more
prominent in reverse bias. To analyze this, we defineGb

andGt to be the tunneling rates for an electron to tunn
through the bottom and the top (referred to growth d
rection) potential barriers, respectively, of the double ba
rier heterostructure. We also defineGcl and Gem to be
the electron tunneling rates through the collector (dow
stream) and emitter (upstream) (referred to electron fl
direction) potential barriers. In forward bias, electron in
jection is through the top barrier into the quantum we
(Gem ; Gt, Gcl ; Gb), while in reverse bias, electron in
jection is through the bottom barrier into the quantum we
(Gem ; Gb, Gcl ; Gt). We also definep to be the oc-
cupation probability for an electron in a localized sta
in the quantum well. In the sequential tunneling pictur
p  fGemysGem 1 Gcld. Since the spin splitting energy
(DE # 150 meV) is much smaller than the barrier po
tential energy (ø300 meV), we assume that the tunnelin
rates are the same for electrons tunneling through spin
or spin down states. We also assume that the emitter e
trons are not spin polarized, which is a good assumpt
since the Fermi energy (,40 meV) is much larger than
the spin splitting energy even at 10 T.

In high magnetic fields and at low temperatures, wh
the Fermi level is sharp (Fig. 5), we can adjust the bi
to have the following two cases for a given impurity. A
lower bias, only the lower energy spin state channel
active for conduction, and the current is given by

I1  peGcl . (2)

At higher bias, the higher energy spin state channel is a
active for conduction, and the current is given by

I2  p0eGcl  s2p 2 p2deGcl , (3)

where p0  2p 2 p2 is the probability of occupying
either the lower or the higher state, but not both
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them. Both states cannot be occupied at the same
due to the large Coulomb energy required for anoth
electron to simultaneously occupy the second state.
this system the single electron Coulomb charging ene
(UC  e2y2C where C is the effective capacitance o
the double barrier device [3–5,18]) is much larger th
the spin splitting energyDE.

In the extreme limits these equations indicate th
for Gcl ¿ Gem, p ø 0 and I2 ø 2I1 while for Gcl ø
Gem, p ø 1 and I2 ø I1. This qualitatively explains
the behavior observed in Fig. 3. To get a quantitat
understanding, we solve Eqs. (2) and (3), usingI1 and
I2, to determinep. For the first impurity at 9 T,p 
0.21 6 0.01 for forward bias andp  0.62 6 0.02 for
reverse bias. A highp value indicates that the electro
tunneling rate through the collector (downstream) barr
(Gcl) is lower than that through the emitter (upstream
barrier (Gem) causing an accumulation in the well. A
higher p value for reverse bias (as compared to forwa
bias) implies an asymmetry in the heterostructure grow
suggesting that the top barrier is slightly thicker than t
bottom barrier. This is consistent with the difference
the measureda values, observed asymmetry in theIsV d
characteristics for this sample [the main resonance p
voltage and peak current values are higher for reverse
as compared to forward bias (Fig. 2)], and is in agreem
with previous characterization [15].

We can also obtain the absolute magnitude of the e
tron tunneling rates through the two potential barriers a
study their dependence on the magnetic field perpend
lar to current. For a reverse bias voltage of 103 mVGem
decreases froms8.5 6 0.3d 3 108 s21 at 6 T to s6.5 6

0.3d 3 108 s21 at 9 T as the field is increased. On th
other hand,Gcl is approximately constant ats4.0 6 0.3d 3

108 s21 in that field range. Similar values and trends a
observed in forward bias. The suppression ofGem results
in the observed plateau current suppression with magn
field [19]. This indicates that the magnetic field affec
the emitter-to-well tunneling process (Gem) more than it
affects the well-to-collector tunneling process (Gcl). We
therefore expect more current suppression when the
rent is emitter barrier limited than when it is collector ba
rier limited, which is observed (Fig. 3). For forward bia
(thicker emitter) the current at 9 T is suppressed by a f
tor of 41% (as compared to 0 T), while the suppression
only 20% for reverse bias (thicker collector).

We have presented agp
' measurement for a given

epitaxial structure. This method can be used for a prec
determination ofgp as a function of quantum well width
and magnetic field orientation to compare to theo
This technique generalizes to other measurements
interest such as thegpsBd dependence, the investigation o
magnetic impurities [20], different heterojunction mater
systems, and the determination of tunneling rates
band-gap engineered structures of interest.
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